Scout Name:______________________________________

Tracy Aviary Scout Patch

2nd-3rd Grade

Please wear your scout uniform to Tracy Aviary. Complete at least six of the numbered prompts and as many bonus prompts as you would like.

1. ___Learn where Andean condors live and what they eat at the King of the Andes exhibit. Say hello to Andy, Tracy Aviary’s condor, while you are there!
2. ___Discover one difference and one similarity between bald and golden eagles.
3. ___Name three features that southern ground hornbills have and how they help them to survive, and observe them on the birds.
4. ___Learn why sandhill cranes dance with one another at the Sandhill Crane exhibit.
5. ___Find a bird that sometimes eats eggs in the South American Pavilion exhibit.
6. ___Find two different species of owls in the Owl Forest Exhibit that eat different kinds of food.
7. ___Use the binoculars in the Owl Forest tree house to find at least two owl silhouettes in the trees.
8. ___Find a bird that uses camouflage (a pattern or color on an animal’s body that helps it blend into its background or habitat) in the Kennecott Wetlands Immersion Experience.
9. ___Learn one way turkey vultures help humans and habitats at the Hawk and Turkey Vulture exhibit.
10. ___Observe at least one wild bird visiting the Aviary and share with your group what you saw it doing. You might see one visiting one of the bird feeders on Aviary grounds.

Bonus:

___Write a letter to Andy the Andean Condor and put it in his mailbox at his exhibit. Your questions could be answered on his Facebook page!
___Attend a Keeper Talk. (Check map insert for daily events schedule.)
___Feed some ducks! Learn what kind of food is healthy for ducks at the signs at the food dispensers.
___See a Bird Show. (Check map insert for daily events schedule.)

Date Completed: ___________

Leader or Parent Signature:___________________________________________

Unit Name and Number:______________________________________________

Patches are available through your local Scout Shop. If you take pictures at Tracy Aviary, post them to our Facebook page, or tag #tracyaviary on Instagram, and you could win a prize!